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Expert WSS 3.0 and MOSS 2007 Programming
 Providing you with in-depth coverage of the WSS 3.0 and MOSS 2007 development framework, this book shares step-by-step recipes and real-world examples to help you develop the skills you need to become a proficient WSS 3.0 and MOSS 2007 developer. 

 Code-walkthroughs and in-depth technical discussions explore implementing features, list and field types, actions, site columns and site content types,application pages, and site definitions and site provisioning providers. Get detailed coverage of field-rendering server controls, web configuration modification via SharePoint® object model, extending the STSADM command line utility, feature receivers, custom timer jobs, feature dependency, and feature stapling. The book also covers event receivers (including list, item, and web event receivers), and reviews code access security and SharePoint Web parts. Plus, you'll learn how to package your SharePoint solution in a single deployment package and deploy it as a single unit. 

    What you will learn from this book      

	
    How to implement custom features, actions, application pages, list and field types, site columns and site content types, and site definitions and site provisioning providers

    
	
    Techniques for modifying web configuration files via SharePoint object model, extending the STSADM command line utility, and implementing custom timer jobs

    
	
    How to develop feature receivers, feature dependencies, and feature stapling

    
	
    Ways to implement list, item, and web event receivers

    
	
    How to implement SharePoint solution packages

    
	
    Techniques for developing custom SharePoint Web parts

    
	
    How to use the Business Data Catalog XML markup language to implement BDC application definition files

    


    Who this book is for
    

This book is for SharePoint developers who are interested in exploring the programming capabilities of WSS 3.0 and MOSS 2007. 

Wrox Expert books present the wisdom accumulated by an experienced author team who is recognized as experts by the programming community. These experts challenge professional developers to examine their current practices in pursuit of better results.
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Fundamentals of Tissue Engineering and Regenerative MedicineSpringer, 2009

	"Fundamentals of Tissue Engineering and Regenerative Medicine" provides a complete overview of the state of the art in tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. Tissue engineering has grown tremendously during the past decade. Advances in genetic medicine and stem cell technology have significantly improved the potential to...
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Windows Server 2003 Security CookbookO'Reilly, 2005
In the last few years, security has become a hot-button issue for IT organizations of all sizes.  Accordingly, many of the security features that were either optional or suspect in Windows 2000 have become solid, effective fixtures in Windows Server 2003-making it the most secure operating system Microsoft has ever produced.  That is, if you know...
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Circuit Design for ReliabilitySpringer, 2014

	This book presents physical understanding, modeling and simulation, on-chip characterization, layout solutions, and design techniques that are effective to enhance the reliability of various circuit units.  The authors provide readers with techniques for state of the art and future technologies, ranging from technology modeling, fault...
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Johnson's Practical ElectromyographyLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006
Now in its Fourth Edition, this text gives physiatry and neurology residents a comprehensive, practical introduction to electromyography. Section I reviews the anatomy and physiology of nerve problems in relation to the planning and performance of electrodiagnostic procedures. Section IIprovides technical information on electrophysiology,...
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RSS and Atom: Understanding and Implementing Content Feeds and SyndicationPackt Publishing, 2005
This is a concise yet comprehensive guide to feeds and syndication for content professionals, web developers and marketing teams who want to understand what RSS and content syndication is, how it works, what it can for them, and how they can get it up and running. The feed formats and vocabularies are covered in depth, and the book does require...
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Earthquake Engineering: From Engineering Seismology to Performance-Based EngineeringCRC Press, 2004


	Earthquake engineering (EE) is an integration of multidisciplinary knowledge in several

	areas of basic sciences and science-based engineering with the ultimate goal of reducing

	the seismic risks to socioeconomically acceptable levels.





	In the U.S., the first comprehensive book covering various aspects of EE was...
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